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Abstract
The radioactive isotope 7Be was discovered on the forward-facing side of the LDEF
satellite in amounts far exceeding that expected from direct cosmic ray activation of the
spacecraft material. This prompted an examination of the production of cosmogenic
isotopes in the atmosphere and of the processes by which they may be transported to orbital
altitudes and adsorbed by a spacecraft. 7Be is only one of several atmospheric cosmogenic
isotopes which might be detectable at orbital altitudes and which might prove to be as
useful as tracers of atmospheric circulation processes in the mesosphere and thermosphere,
as they have been in the lower layers of the atmosphere.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) satellite was launched by the space
shuttle Challenger on April 7, 1984 into a circular orbit of altitude 480km and inclination
28.5 deg. It was retrieved on January 12, 1990, 6 years later, by the Columbia from an
orbit which had decayed to 310km due to atmospheric drag. The LDEF structure was a 12-
sided cylinder 9.1m long by 4.3m in diameter. It was designed to maintain a stable attitude
in orbit with its long axis vertical and the same one of its 12 sides always faced into the
direction of travel when the satellite was not attached to the Shuttle. After orbital recovery,
the satellite was subjected to extensive examination for radioactivity induced in the wide
variety of materials carried on the satellite. These studies, along with measurements and
calculations of the low Earth orbit radiation fields, were performed by a consortium lead by
the NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), and have been extensively reported
(Parnell, 1991; Harmon et al., 1996; Harmon et al., 1992; Armstrong et al., 1991, 1992;
Watts et al., 1993).
2. THE DISCOVERY OF 7Be ON THE LDEF SATELLITE
The first overall survey measurements of induced radioactivity on LDEF were made
by the Naval Research Laboratory at the Kennedy Space Center immediately after return of
the satellite and prior to the removal of any materials (Phillips et al., 1991a, b, c). The
satellite was rotated about its long axis, rotisserie-style, next to an array of large germanium
detectors. The 7Be activity measured on each of the 12 sides of the satellite is shown in
Figure 1(Fishman et al., 1991). The _'-ray line at 478 keV was unambiguously observed
to emanate from the leading sides of the satellite, while the much weaker intensity from the
trailing-edge sides represents flux from the leading edge attenuated by passing through the
satellite body. Individual components were quantitatively measured in a low-level _,-
counting facilities at MSFC and elsewhere (Harmon et al., 1992, 1996). Figure 2 shows
the _'-ray spectrum from two identical anodized aluminum plates, one of which was
exposed to the ambient atmosphere in orbit on the leading-edge of the vehicle and the other
on the trailing-edge. The activity on the trailing-edge sample was two orders of magnitude
less than that on the leading edge, and consistent with the computed level of 7Be produced
in the body of the plate by spallation of AI atoms by cosmic ray protons during the orbital
lifetime (Gregory et al., 1991). Figure 3 shows the activities of two isotopes, 7Be and
22Na, measured on individual aluminum clamp-plates from positions all around the
spacecraft. The radically different distribution indicates different provenance. In general,
radioactivities induced in materials on the trailing-edge, such as 22Na from the A1
spallation, were higher than those in materials on the leading faces because of the
anisotropy of the trapped proton flux which peaks from the south-west direction(Watts,
Heckman and Parnell, 1989). Since the direction of the LDEF orbit was from west to east,
these particles are more likely to interact with materials in the trailing-edge of the satellite.
We were thus led to conclude that the 7Be must have accumulated on the leading surfaces
by adsorption from the ambient atmosphere at orbital altitudes.
In Table 1, the measured number of 7Be atoms per unit area on various LDEF
surfaces is shown (Fishman et al., 1991). The results are corrected to the retrieval date of
12 January 1990 and for the offset angle of the collecting plate from the leading direction.
The areal density for 7Be on aluminum and steel is the same within the experimental
uncertainty, and is apparently not a strong function of the type or surface condition of the
metal. However, the polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) thermal coating, which was used on
many LDEF experiment trays, has a density of 7Be, an order of magnitude lower than that
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found onthealuminumsurface.Thereasonfor thisapparentdifferencein uptakeefficiency
is unknown,butcouldberelatedto thecovalent-bondstructureof thematerial. The
explanationmaybecomplicatedalsobytheobservederosionof theP'ITEsurfaceby
atomicoxygen.
Table 1. 7Be Concentrations on LDEF Leading Edge Surfaces of
Various Chemical Composition. Areal concentrations in atoms cm -2 have been
corrected back to the date of recovery, 12 January 1990, and for the angular offset of the
collecting plate with respect to the direction of orbital motion.
Material
Stainless steel trunnion face
Polished aluminum plate-Exp. A0114
Anodized aluminum experiment tray clamp
Teflon thermal cover
7Be Areal Density
(x 10 5 atoms/cm 2
5.3 __ 0.7
6.7 _ 1.0
4.6 + 0.5
0.9 +0.2
From the measured densities of 7Be on LDEF surfaces and making some
simplifying assumptions, we can estimate the concentration of 7Be atoms per cm 3 of air at
the LDEF orbital altitude. Since the lifetime of LDEF is much greater than the mean
lifetime of a 7Be atom, and ignoring changes in altitude over the last 6 months in orbit, we
assume a steady state relationship between pickup of 7Be and loss by decay:
dn
m=0=-kn +n*v Ps
dt
where: n is the density of 7Be atoms on the surface at time t
k is the first-order decay constant for 7Be
n ,, is the steady-state surface density of 7Be in atoms cm -2
n* is the concentration of 7Be atoms in orbital space (atoms cm -3)
v is the spacecraft velocity (cm s-1)
Ps is the sticking probability of Be on a metal surface
In2
k = -- ,where: t_/2 is the half life, 53.2d. Thus we have: n = n* v tm_ ps, where t,_
tl12
t_/2 76.8 days for 7Be. From the measured value of n ,,, assuming Ps 1, we have
ln2
n* = 1.2 x 10.7 cm -3 at 320 km or a relative concentration of 3.8 x 106 atoms per gram of
air. In the peak production region, below 20km, previous measurements (Benioff, 1956;
Lal et al., 1958; Lal and Peters, 1967; Bhandari, 1970; O'Brien, 1979) yield a
concentration of 1000 7Be atoms per gram of air, in agreement with a simple calculation
using known values of the cosmic-ray flux and the production cross-section for the
isotope. Thus, the measured concentration of 7Be per unit mass of air at 320km is three to
four orders of magnitude greater than it would be if it had been produced by cosmic ray
spallation at that altitude.
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Thesimplestexplanationis thatBe is quickly transportedupwardsfrom regionsof
theatmospherewhereitsnumericalconcentrationismuchhigher(butnot its relative
concentrationwith respecto oxygenandnitrogen).This transportmusttakeplaceon time
scalessimilar to or shorterthantheradioactivehalf-life (53.2days).
2.1 ProductionandTransportof Isotopesin theAtmosphere
Beforean isotopemaybeusedasatracerfor geophysicalprocesses,theproduction
andremovalratesmustbeknownbothin spaceandtime. Theseareoftencalledthe
source-andsink-functionsandareconsideredto bereasonablywell understoodfor Be
from theoreticalandexperimentalstandpoints.
TheEarthanditsatmospherearecontinuouslybombardedby particulateradiation
includinggalacticcosmicraysandparticlesfrom theSun. Primarynucleiof energymore
thanafew 10'sof MeV pernucleonmaycausenucleartransformationsof matter,changing
its elementalandisotopiccomposition.Mostof thesetransformationsatEarthoccurin the
atmosphere,with theprimaryproductionzoneoccurringin thestratosphereandupper
troposphere(Lal andPeters,1967).Almost all of theproductionis by nucleons,with a
verysmallcomponentbeingproducedby secondarymesons,muonsand v-rays. The
lattercomponentis muchmoreimportantator belowgroundlevel,butdoesnotconcernus
here.
Nucleiproducedbyspallationof atmosphericatomsincludealargenumberof
stableisotopes.Thesecannotusuallybeidentifiedby source,dueto thepresenceof large
quantitiesof ordinarymatterwithwhichthecosmogenicmaterialbecomesrapidlymixed.
This is notthecasewith somestablecosmogenicnuclidesin meteorites.New technologies
mayallow thefixing of stableatmosphericosmogenicisotopesontosurfacesbefore
contaminationwith ordinarymaterialoccursandpermitidentificationfor exampleby
surfaceion massspectroscopy(SIMS). To thepresentime,radioactivecosmogenic
isotopeshavebeenidentifiedandusedastracersfor a varietyof geophysicalprocesses
includingcirculationin theatmosphereandtheoceans,sedimentation,iceaccumulationand
manyotherapplications(seeLal andPeters,1962,1967).
Themostabundantisotopesproducedin theatmospherearethosederivedfrom N
andO andarethereforeof light massandfew in number.Radioisotopesderivedfrom Ar
andKr arepresentbutatmuchlower levelsandarenotdiscussedfurtherhere. A list of
radioactiveisotopesformedby spallationof N andO andidentifiedin rainwateris shown
in Table2.
Table 2. Cosmogenic radioisotopes produced in the atmosphere from
nitrogen and oxygen target nuclei
Isotope
lOBe
14 C
3H
7Be
Half-life
2.5 x 106)I
5.73 x 103y
12.3y
53d
Radiation
fl, 550 keV
fl, 156 keV
fl, 18 keV
V, 480 keV
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Beryllium has7 isotopes,of whichonly one,9Be,is stable.Two isotopeshave
half-liveslongenoughto beof usein atmosphericandgeophysicaltracerwork. Theseare
7Be,h/2=53.2d and lOBe,tl/2= 1.5x 106y. 7Bedecaysby electron-captureand478 keV
7'-emissionto 7Li. This y-ray lineemissionmaybemeasuredatvery low levels(afew
100'sof countsperday)by largeGedetectorsin low-backgroundcountingfacilities. 1°Be
decaysby internalconversionto 1°Bemittingafastelectronwith awide spectrumof
energies.Discriminationof thisradiationfromnaturalbackgroundis muchmoredifficult
exceptathighactivities.Fortunately,themethodof acceleratormassspectrometry(AMS)
is now available,whichpermitsmeasurementsof concentrationsof l°Be (aswell as14C,
26A1, 36C1 and others) at activities much lower than generally possible by radioactivity
counting methods. The chief advantage of the method is that one measures the actual
number of 1°Be atoms in the sample, not the very small fraction of those which decay
during the measurement time. This is particularly important where the sample available is
very small, such as for 14C measurements in valuable or rare historical materials, or in our
case, for the 10Be samples from satellite surfaces, which are just intrinsically small. A
disadvantage of the method in many cases is the need for elaborate chemical preparation of
the sample prior to insertion into the ion-source of the mass spectrometer.
7Be was first detected in Indian monsoon rainwater (Goel et al., 1956) and in
Chicago rainwater (Arnold and AI-Salih, 1955). l°Be was discovered in deep-sea
sediments (Arnold, 1956). Since that time, there have been several studies which have
demonstrated the usefulness of 7Be as a tracer for stratosphere/troposphere exchange
(Viezee and Singh, 1980). l°Be has been used extensively as a tracer in geology,
glaciology and oceanography. Deposition to the Earth's surface of both isotopes increases
during (or immediately following) seasonal weather disturbances of the stability of the
tropopause. The ratio of 10Be to 7Be has been used to measure the residence times of these
isotopes in the stratosphere where about 70% of the atmospheric production occurs
(Raisbeck et al., 1981). The ratio of production rates, 10Be/TBe, is approximately 0.5
(O'Brien, 1979) while the half-lives are very different, that of 10Be being much longer than
the loss-rate from the atmosphere. Measurements of steady-state concentrations of the two
isotopes in the stratosphere showed ratios of l°BeflBe = 2.6 to 3, implying an average
residence time of 320 to 350 days (Raisbeck et al., 1981). This characteristic mixing time
may not hold at higher altitudes in the stratosphere and mesosphere, where longer residence
times might yield a larger I°Be/TBe ratio. This would have implications for a proposed
model for the distribution profiles of the two isotopes suggested by Petty (1991).
The removal process is considered to be reasonably well understood in the
troposphere and lower stratosphere (Figure 4). Data at higher altitudes, particularly those
of interest here (above 100 km) are non-existent prior to LDEF. Isotopes created at 12-20
km which constitute the bulk of production are rapidly oxidized to normal oxides, 7,1°BeO,
l'tCO and 14CO2, and H20 (containing one 3H atom). Sink functions for these oxides
differ considerably due to their very different chemistry. Be oxides attach themselves
rapidly to sulfuric acid and solid aerosols of sub-micron size which are widely dispersed in
the lower stratosphere (Junge, 1963), and which are small enough that they move
convectionally with the local atmosphere with negligible gravitational setting. In the
troposphere these aerosols are rapidly removed by water-droplet formation and rain fallout.
Residence time in the troposphere is short, about 1 month (Lal and Peters, 1962), due to
the efficiency of the scavenging process. The Be isotopes are then transported to the land
and oceans by rainfall. Turbulent mixing, or convection, across the tropospause is slower,
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withameanresidencetimein thestratospherefor aerosolsandattachedisotopesof about
oneyear,atleastin the lowerstratosphere.
2.2 AtmosphericChemistryof Be
As very little informationis availableon thechemistryof Beneutralsandionsin
low densitygases,wehavereviewedthechemistryof somemetallicanalogsobservedby
meteorion chemistry.Metal (Mg, Ca,AI, Fe)andsiliconatomsandionsaredepositedin
thelowerthermosphereby meteorablation.Thechemistryof thesespecieshasbeen
reviewedby Solomonet al., 1982.
Theform of themeteoriticionsis highlyvariablewith altitudeandbetweendayand
night. Electropositivemetalsreadilyformpositiveions:
Fe+ hv ---)Fe+ + e
Fe+ O2÷---)Fe+ + O2
At low altitudesneutralizationmayoccur(X is athirdmolecule):
Fe+ + 02 + X ---)FeO+2+ X
FeO2++ e ----)Fe+ 0 2
In general, at altitudes in excess of 100km, the metal (M) oxides cannot survive in
appreciable quantities due to reactions such as
MO++hv ---) M++O
and MO + + O ---) M ÷ + 02
Thus at higher altitudes, the singly-charged positive ion dominates for most metallic
species studied. Of interest is the ratio M÷/M which varies with altitude and electropositive
character of the metal. Examples of some measured ratios from the literature (Solomon et
al., 1982) for silicon and iron are:
Si+/Si = 0.006 at 96km
0.2 at 110km
Fe+/Fe = 5 at 100km
220 at 110km
Thus above 150kin (and perhaps as low as 100kin) most Be should exist as Be ÷.
Important reactions might be:
Be+hv _ Be÷+e
BeO + O2 + --4 BeO ÷ + O2
BeO + hv ---> BeO ÷ + e
BeO + + O --_ Be ÷ + 02
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Closerto theturbopause,in theregion90 to 110krnaltitude,aproposedsource
regionfor theorbital Be,Si chemistryshowssomedifferencesfrom thatof themetals.
Fergusonet al. (1981)suggestheformationof anappreciablefractionof SiOH÷. A
questionremainsasto whetherthechemistryof Beismoresimilarto thatof themetalsor
of Si. Persistenceof BeOspeciesat 100kmwouldaffectverticaldiffusionmodelsdueto
thelargermass.
2.3 TheAdsorptionProcessof BeonSatelliteSurfaces
To determineabsoluteconcentrationsof atmosphericspeciesby thesatellitesurface
reactionoruptaketechnique,thereactionefficiencyor thestickingprobabilitybetweenthe
moleculeandthesurfacematerialsmustbeknown.
Polymericfilms of organicmaterialssuchasthepolyimide,Kaptonand
polytetrafluoroethylene(PTFE),whichareoftenemployedonexteriorsurfacesof satellites
makepooradsorbersfor themetallic ionsdiscussedhere.Firstly, bondingmaynot readily
occurbetweenthecovalentpolymerandametalion suchasBe+or anion-pairsuchas
BeO. Secondly,mostorganicpolymers,includingthetwo above,areoxidizedanderoded
bytheflux of oxygenatomspresentin theorbitalatmospherewhich impactthefront
surfacesof satellitesatorbitalvelocity(about8km s -1 )just as the Be ions do. The lower
7Be concentration measured on PTFE (Table 1) is probably due to one or both of these
causes. Whatever the chemistry of Be is at 100km, it seems clear that at satellite altitudes,
the bulk of the metals are in the form of singly charged monatomic species, in this case,
Be +. Since virtually all metal surfaces are covered with a layer of normal oxide under these
conditions (Gregory et al., 1986), a model is proposed in which a fast Be + ion enters the
surface metal oxide lattice where it is rapidly thermally accommodated and trapped. The
flux of atomic oxygen also present under these conditions will satisfy the needs of
stoichiometry.
We investigated the form of binding of the Be to the aluminum surfaces on LDEF
(Fishman et al., 1991 ). Possibilities included (1) binding within an adsorbed contaminant
layer, for example of hydrocarbon; (2) binding of Be-containing particulates, perhaps
aerosols or meteoritic debris and (3) binding within the native oxide found on aluminum
and other metals. Two kinds of A1 plates from the LDEF were measured, some with
several microns of oxide produced by anodization and the second type a polished A1 plate
from the UAH Atomic Oxygen Experiment A0114. The oxide on this was only expected to
be 50-100/k thick.
The polished A1 plate was coated with a solution of Collodion, which was then
dried, stripped off and counted. No Be activity could be associated with the Collodion
film. The method is used in industry to reliably and quantitatively remove particulates from
sensitive surfaces. Next the plate was wiped first with alcohol, then with xylene. No
activity was removed with the wipes. Finally an acid etch was used to remove the top 10
microns of the surface. The etch solution contained most of the Be activity formerly on the
plate; that remaining being associated with either unetched surface or with re-adsorption of
Be 2÷ ions onto the A1. This latter might be expected since a stable Be carrier solution was
not used. The experimental results are consistent with the hypothesis that the Be species
were penetrating the aluminum oxide layer on the surface of the plates and becoming
permanently fixed in the oxide lattice. We believe the penetration to be of the order of one
nanometer, since the kinetic energy of the Be species relative to the spacecraft was only
2.5eV. We did not have the capability to remove such a thin layer from large areas of metal
surfaces, and thus could not measure a depth/composition profile for the species.
Thedata(Table1)onAI andstainlesssteelsubstratesonLDEF (Fishmanetal.,
1991)showssimilarconcentrationsof 7Bewithin experimentalerror. While this doesnot
provethatthestickingprobability, Ps, of 7Be on both equals unity, it is a reasonable
deduction. Values of ps < 1 would of course yield even higher atmospheric concentrations
of 7Be at orbital altitudes. We note that measurements of the l°Be/TBe ratio (when these
are achieved) should be insensitive to the value of p,.
2.4 Tracers of Motion in the Upper Atmosphere
In this section we explore the use of satellite surfaces for trapping atmospheric
radioisotopes and some possibilities for using such data as a tracer for atmospheric flows
and models.
In principle, cosmogenic radioactive tracers should prove as useful a tracer of
atmospheric flows and residence times in the upper atmosphere as they have in the
troposphere and stratosphere. Some differences are apparent which affect both the source
and sink functions. These arise because of (1) the transition from turbulent to molecular
flow which occurs in the region 80-110km, and (2) different chemistry because of the more
intense radiation, higher temperatures, and low gas density and (3) the increasing ratio of
positive ions to neutrals for metal species above 90 km.
Petty (1991) has described a simple model in which Be isotopes produced in the
uppermost layer of the well-mixed homosphere (nominally at 100kin; see Figure 4) achieve
gravitational equilibrium in a short period of time compared to their average lifetime, by
diffusing upwards in an essentially free molecular flow regime.
Petty's model predicts a 7Be concentration of 2.9 x 10 -8 atoms cm -3 at 310km for
the active Sun case (asymptotic thermospheric temperature of 2000K). This is within a
factor of 4 of the value deduced by Fishman et al. (1991), and by lowering the nominal
altitude of the turbopause from 100km to 90km, where the source region is 5 times as
dense, closer agreement can be obtained. The model makes clear that 7Be production in the
upper mesosphere is adequate and reasonable to supply the enrichment factors observed
above 300km and that transport from high 7Be production regions in the lower stratosphere
is not necessary. However, as Petty points out, the model is based on the premise that the
bulk of the Be within the domain of the model is in the form of free, neutral atoms. There
is ample evidence that this is unlikely to be the case.
It is reasonable from the above discussion that the orbital measurement of 7Be (and
l°Be, when that is successfully made) is sampling a production zone in the upper
mesosphere. In the case of a diffusion model, the light isotopes distribute themselves
according to their scale height in the atmosphere. A measurement of the l°Be/TBe ratio,
after correction for the scale height difference, would provide an estimate of the isotope
ratio in the mesosphere, and thus of the characteristic residence time, or mixing time of the
mesosphere. The current understanding of the l°Be cycle in the Earth's surface layers is
shown in Figure 5.
There are some questions on which inadequate information exists to define a
transport model.
1. ThediffusionmodelrequirestheBeto bepresentasfreeneutralatoms.
Above 150km,andperhapsevenabove90km,theBe-containingspeciesarelikely
to bepositiveions. At thispoint,we donotknow if transportof Be+ wouldbe
enhanced,inhibitedorunaffectedonaveragecomparedtoneutrals.Spiroet al.
(1979)haveinvokedverticalupwardion drifts to explainsomeobservations.Such
amechanismcouldefficientlytransportBeO÷andBe+andwouldbe independentof
gravitationaleffects. In suchacase,thet0Be/TBeratiowouldreflectthesource
regiondirectlywithoutcorrectionfor thedifferentscaleheightsof thetwoisotopes.
2. Thesuccessof thediffusionmodeldependscritically on the altitude of the
turbopause to achieve the required source concentration of Be isotopes which then
migrate upwards by diffusion to achieve the enrichment factor observed at 320km.
The pressures at 80 to 100km indicate a transition from viscous to free molecular
flow and a time-dependent calculation is needed to see if the process is fast enough
to prevent significant loss of 7Be.
3. The proportion of Be in the form of oxide at 90-100km is unknown at this
stage, but if significant, this species would be too massive to populate the
thermosphere by diffusion.
3. CONCLUSIONS
The presence at orbital altitudes of the atmospheric cosmogenic nuclide 7Be was
observed for the first time by its discovery on the LDEF spacecraft. It appears unlikely,
however, that this aggregation could have any significant effects on the performance of
satellite instruments or systems.
More measurements of 7Be, and new measurements of 1°Be densities at orbital
altitudes, are needed to refine understanding of the upward motion of these cosmogenic
isotopes from the top of the mesosphere. Measurements of the lOBe/TBe ratio will allow a
better test of the diffusion model and investigate the possibility of other mechanisms
associated with ion flows. The ratio will also allow determination of the characteristic
mixing time of the upper mesosphere or turbosphere. At this time, the effects of large solar
flares cannot be discounted as such an event occurred some weeks before recovery of the
LDEF.
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APPENDIX: THE SEARCH FOR lOBe ON SATELLITE SURFACES
As discussed above, after 7Be, l°Be is considered to be the most likely cosmogenic
atmospheric radioisotope to be found on spacecraft surfaces. However, to our knowledge,
it has not yet been identified on spacecraft from that source. A search was conducted on
recovered LDEF surfaces, as described below, with interesting results which did not
however contribute to the understanding of radioisotopes in the upper atmosphere.
We should expect to find the two Be isotopes together because of identical
chemistry and similar source functions. 14C is probably present in the mesosphere as CO
and CO2. Molecules of these masses should not be significantly present at orbital altitudes,
but even if present, they would not be expected to adhere to metal/metal oxide surfaces
which mostly comprise outer spacecraft surfaces. Other well-known tracers such as 26A1,
a product of Ar spallation, were not expected to be found. The production rate of 26A1 in
the atmosphere is only about 10 -3 that of the Be isotopes, and its mass 3 times larger.
10Be is measured at very low concentrations (105 - 10 6 atoms per g. matrix) by
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). Samples of material flown on the front surface of
LDEF were prepared by etching the surface (in the case of AI tray clamps) or by machining
a thin layer off and dissolving the turnings, in the case of the single stainless-steel sample
(a trunnion-end). In each case it was necessary to take up about lg of the metal sample into
solution. The extractive and preparative chemistry was performed at Rutgers University
(Albrecht et al., 1992) and the AMS analysis at the University of Pennsylvania (Middleton
and Klein, 1987). The samples, after processing to remove AI, Fe, etc. and the addition of
1 mg of Be carrier (known to have very low 10Be content) were finally precipitated and
transferred as solid BeO for AMS analysis. Samples from LDEF were restricted in their
size, chemical composition, and availability. Most of the area on the front surface of the
satellite was anodized AI except for significant amounts of poly-tetrafluorethylene (PTFE)
and other thermal-control cratings. The PTFE thermal blankets showed low 7Be counts
and were not analyzed for l°Be. Other non-aluminum metal parts such as screw heads and
grounding straps were either of too small an area to yield a significant loBe count by AMS,
or were not available for analysis.
The first AMS results on front-facing AI clamp plates showed significant 10Be
quantities. However, analysis of rear-facing and unexposed controls revealed 10Be where
none was expected, including on clamp plates which had never left the Earth. These results
suggested that 10Be might be present in significant quantities in commercial AI and its
compounds, and a check of some of these materials was undertaken. The results
(Middleton et al, 1994) are shown in Table 3. Details of the analysis and implications are
given in that paper and only salient points summarized here.
loBe in Aluminum and Bauxite Samples
The 10Be concentrations measured in various samples of AI metal, including LDEF
tray clamps and household AI foil, varied from 40 to 110 x 106 (atoms 10Be)/g AI, while
concentrations in bauxite ore varied more widely, from 15 x 106 atoms/g Al to 6 x 109
atoms/g AI in different ore bodies. While cosmic rays at the Earth's surface do produce
l°Be in soils, the production rate is very low compared to that in the stratosphere and yields
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maximumsteady-stateconcentrationsof about12x 10 6 atoms 10le/g SiO2. As all the AI
samples and in particular the Haitian bauxite sample showed much higher concentrations
than this, it is clear that most of the 10Be in these ores is not being produced in situ. As
bauxite is an ore produced by surface weathering of older rocks, it is perhaps not
surprising that it can easily be contaminated by l°Be produced in the atmosphere and
carried to the surface in rainwater. As ore bodies vary greatly in their history of exposure
to the atmosphere and subsequent burial under other soils, a wide variability of 10Be
concentration may be expected. Middleton et al. show by some simple calculations that the
amounts of loBe found in bauxite are reasonably well accounted for by this mechanism.
For example, if all the 10Be produced in a time similar to its 1.5 million year half-life
washed out of the atmosphere (assuming even production and washout across the Earth's
surface) were retained in a column of ore lm deep, then the concentration of loBe would be
10 X 10 9 atoms/g of ore. This maximum concentration is similar to that seen in the Haitian
bauxite. On the other hand, if the ore body were only exposed for 100,000y, but the 10Be
carded were distributed over a 20m column, the average l°Be concentration would be
about 20 x 106 atoms/g ore.
The observation that commercial A1 contains -108(atom lOBe)/g AI has some
practical consequences for users of AMS. Sometimes 1°Be and 26A1 assays are performed
on the same samples necessitating use of both stable Be and A1 carriers. If the A1 cartier is
prepared from material derived from a recently exposed ore body, it may contain significant
quantities of lOBe. Similarly, AI sample holders should not be used in the AMS ion-source
when lOBe assays are being performed. It was noted that AI ore bodies typically contain 1-
10 ppm of normal 9Be. On average, the refining processes associated with production of
the metal A1 result in a lowering of the Be/A1 ratio by an average factor of about 70. This
would apply to loBe as well as 9Be. The analytical grade A1203 which was also analyzed
for loBe (Table 3) showed a lower ratio of lOBe/g A1 than typical metal samples. This may
reflect the effects of further purification steps which had been performed on this material.
1°Be on Stainless Steel
Table 3 also includes an assay of a piece of commercial stainless steel from the
laboratory. 10Be content was very low and we have proposed this material as a candidate
substrate for further Be investigation on satellites. The single assay of satellite surface
material, the circular end of a stainless steel trunnion from the LDEF, yielded an
inconclusive result. No new results on cosmogenic isotopes at orbital altitudes have been
obtained to our knowledge since the return of LDEF. However, an experiment is
underway (Phillips, 1995) at present to expose a stainless steel (type 304) foil on a Russian
Cosmos-series satellite. This will be subjected to both 7Be and 10Be assays after return
from orbit.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 The activity of 7Be measured from the twelve sides of the LDEF spacecraft at the
Kennedy Space Center before disassembly of components (from Fishman et al., 1991).
Fig. 2 Gamma-ray spectra of aluminum clamp-plates on the leading (a) side and trailing
(b) side of the LDEF measured in the laboratory. 7Be is identified clearly on the leading
side only, by its line at 478 keV. The strong line at 511 keV represents positron-
annihilation gamma-rays from 22Na induced by spallation of A1 nuclei, as well as some
laboratory background. Both spectra were 48h counts (Fishman et al., 1991).
Fig. 3 7Be and 22Na activities for aluminum tray clamps taken from all round the LDEF.
The leading edge is 0 deg. and the trailing edge 180 deg. 22Na is present in material from
all sides, with a 2:1 predominance of the trailing:leading edges, while 7Be is essentially
only present on the leading edge (from Gregory et al., 1991).
Fig. 4 Atmospheric structure, showing the nomenclature of the various layers and
transitions discussed in the text. The layers of the ionosphere, beginning at about 85km are
not included, (from Brasseur and Solomon, 1986).
Fig. 5 Cycle of cosmogenic 10Be in the Earth's surface layers (adapted from McHargue
and Damon, 1991). Inventories are given in moles per year (M/y) and residence times as
"t'.
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